HOSPITALITY

STIRRUPS BAR AND RESTAURANT

THE BRIEF
Situated in the heart of market town Evesham, StirrUps Bar and Restaurant is making a stir with a quirky
combination of gourmet burgers and cocktails and a statement décor to match its ambition to be the talk of
the town.
When it came to designing the interior, owners Darren Strickland, Stuart Bailey and Dan Walker knew that a
bespoke floor would complement the history of the building and reflect their ethos of doing things differently.

Sector: Hospitality and Leisure
Client: StirrUps Bar and Restaurant
Flooring Contractor: Shaun Baston
Area: 270m2

THE CONCEPT
Understanding that attitudes to entertainment, eating out and personalised service
are evolving, both the menu and the interior aim to offer a blend of the familiar with
the indulgent and unexpected.
Darren explained: “Our customers are looking for something a bit special - a bit of
pampering and an escape from the day-to-day humdrum – so we wanted to make
our bar restaurant somewhere that people will tell their friends about and come
back to time and time again. We wanted to design a unique floor that combines the
traditional warmth of a wood floor with spectacular geometrics and the very latest
colour palettes.”

Products used:
Below from left to right
Heritage Collection | Clifton V14 Blush
Korlok | Smoked Butternut RKP8107
Van Gogh | Cool Grey Oak VGW113T
Van Gogh | Ebony VGW89T
Van Gogh | Nimbus Oak VGW125T
Van Gogh | Lancewood VGW44T*
Van Gogh | Walnut VGW87T
Van Gogh | Christchurch Oak VGW54T**

An alternative to our Van Gogh Lancewood is Classic Oak VGW86T.
An alternative to our Van Gogh Christchurch Oak is Walnut VGW87T.

*

**

Top
Houndstooth - Van Gogh | Cool Grey Oak VGW113T | Nimbus Oak VGW125T |
Ebony VGW89T
Korlok | Smoked Butternut RKP8107
Above
Heritage Collection | Clifton V14 Blush
Korlok | Smoked Butternut RKP8107

THE LOOK
The industrial nature of the building has been enhanced
with exposed black metal beams and supports as well as
feature lighting. The floor design softens these hard lines
and adds a welcoming natural feel whilst also helping
customers navigate the space safely.
Clearly demarcating the busy bar area, Clifton from the
Heritage Collection provides a classic tile pattern but in a
custom colourway using Blush which picks out the subtle
pink tones of Smoked Butternut from the Korlok range.
The enhanced acoustic benefits of the Korlok range
means that, even when the bar is full of people, noise is
kept to a minimum.
In the raised restaurant area, a bespoke herringbone
floor features Christchurch Oak, Walnut and Lancewood
from the Van Gogh range. Set into this, circular
rug patterns have been created with a hand-cut
‘houndstooth’ design using Cool Grey Oak, Ebony and
Nimbus Oak, also from the Van Gogh range, to give each
table its own defined dining space.
Darren Strickland said: “We’re all about creating a
drinking and dining experience like no other so we
wanted the floor to reflect this and help us stand out from
the crowd. The floor has really become the star of the
show! Everyone comments on it but what we like most
is that it helps our customers use the space and feel
safe. Of course, the fact that the floor is hard wearing,
waterproof and easy to keep hygienically clean is also
key for us.”

Right
Houndstooth - Van Gogh | Cool Grey Oak VGW113T |
Nimbus Oak VGW125T | Ebony VGW89T
Van Gogh | Lancewood VGW44T | Walnut VGW87T |
Christchurch Oak VGW54T

Above
Heritage Collection | Clifton V14 Blush
Korlok | Smoked Butternut RKP8107

Above right and bottom right
Houndstooth - Van Gogh | Cool Grey Oak VGW113T |
Nimbus Oak VGW125T | Ebony VGW89T
Van Gogh | Lancewood VGW44T | Walnut VGW87T |
Christchurch Oak VGW54T

FEELING INSPIRED
We have a variety of tools available to help you achieve
the look you desire for your project:

Commercial Floorstyle
Check out our interactive room viewer,
Floorstyle. Play around with different
floor designs, laying patterns and design
features using either our examples of typical
commercial settings or upload a photo of a
project you’re currently working on to choose
a floor to suit.
karndean.com/commercialfloorstyle

CGI
We invite you on a journey. An exploration.
A chance to experience our products in an
unparalleled way. Whether specifying for
work, life or play, this immersive CGI tool puts
you at the centre of a 360-degree virtual
environment. Helping you visualise flooring in
a real-world setting.
karndean.com/interactivejourney

Commercial brochure
Showcasing photography spanning all sectors,
our commercial brochure is a comprehensive
guide to all of the products we offer.
karndean.com/commercialbrochure
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PRODUCTS SPECIFIED

Standard

Van Gogh Result

Korlok Result

Heritage Collection Result

Size**

EN ISO 24342

1219.2 mm x 177.8 mm
1422.4 mm x 228.6 mm

1420.0 mm x 225.0 mm

Various

Thickness

EN ISO 24346

3.0 mm

6.5 mm

2.5 mm

Wear layer

EN ISO 24340

0.55 mm

0.55 mm

0.55 mm

Guarantee

Light industrial
Commercial
Residential

15 years*
15 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

15 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

15 years*
15 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

Micro

Micro

-

Bevelled edge

* Subject to terms. Please speak to your Commercial Specification Manager for more information.
** Sizes based on standard plank size. Products specified have been cut to a bespoke size.
Manufactured
to ISO 9001

20

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2020/VG/EN/02)

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/VG/01)

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/Korlok/01)

Notified body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

21

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

21

ISO 10874 Class 23/33
Manufactured to EN 16511

To view the full technical specification for each of our product ranges visit our website:
karndean.com/commercialtechdata
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